Join the Chief Explorer on an Expedition of the 7Cs in order to successfully navigate the waters of economic changes, conflicts and complex challenges in both organizational performance and personal relationships.

01. **Curiosity**
Authentic interest in ALL aspects of our environment.

02. **Creativity**
Capacity to think differently and design new approaches.

03. **Collaboration**
Willingness and belief that working together to co-create solutions yields better results.

04. **Commitment**
Ability to go the extra mile every time, be resilient and stay the course.

05. **Courage**
Conviction and belief in oneself.

06. **Competence**
Practice personal mastery, and be an eager learner in developing powerful implementation skills.

07. **Compassion**
Genuine desire to understand and empathize.

Don Simpson is the Chief Explorer for the Renaissance Expedition, searching the world to identify, connect, support and promote Renaissance Leadership.

Connect to start your journey:
www.DonaldSimpson.ca | @ChiefExplorerSimpson
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